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Dear Los Angeles City Council, 

I Oppose the proposed sewer ~ervice charge. I guess you must sit so high 
up at city hall that you are unaware of the consumer's problems. The 
number one problem is utility bills keep going up and the poor consumer 
keeps trying to cut back usage, only to be rewarded by higher usage rates 
hikes. Consuming less energy but paying multiple times higher rates. This 
is so wrong to keep shaking the consumer for more money to cover your 
pensions and other benefits. Who can think about retiring when my 
concern is just to survive? Why don't you cut back and get along With less 
and within a budget just like all your customers have to do. I vote NO for 
the proposed sewer charges. You also need to reassess the water 
discharged into the sewer. It is stated that it will be 93% of the water 
delivered to the site. I think you need to get real on your fiqures, it should 
be 80% to 85% of the water delivered to site. I am sure that 15% to 20% of 
water usage is to maintain plants and the landscape. Thank you for your 
time and help. 

Sincerely yours, 

7?/~~ 
/ 

,..,/ 

Marianna Fanara 



Date: January 26, 2012 

To: The Council of the City of Los Angeles 

C/0: City Clerk 

RE: THE PROPOSED SEWER FEE INCREASE 

I am protesting the sewer rate increase at the rates and for the duration of the increase you 
are currently considering, 

I am a San Pedro resident and an employee of the Department of Public Works' Bureau 
of Sanitation's Wastewater Program, Over the last thTee months I expressed my concerns 
to you as a City employee in a number of emails, providing some details as the bases of 
my concerns which I would rather not repeat here out ofrespect for privacy of 
information that is not publicly available, 

I am now reiterating my concern as a resident. With decisions like this rate increase, you 
are not only causing the City to run into a ditch, you will be making it very difficult for 
future generation of City leaders to take it out of it 

Perhaps we can learn from the Federal Reserve Board, The Federal Open Market 
Committee, still concerned about economic activity and employment outlook, and not 
viewing inflation as a problem, decided on Wednesday, January 25, 2012 to keep the 
target range for the federal funds rate at 0 to 1/4 percent It "anticipates that economic 
conditions, including low rates of resource utilization and a subdued outlook for inflation 
over the medium run, are likely to warrant exceptionally low levels for the federal funds 
rate at least through late 2014. 

As I understand many of you aspire to continue public service here in the City at various 
capacities. Good luck with that but I suggest that committing the City to a 10-year sewer 
rate increase at rates several times any inflation forecasts for a sewer system that is 
already one of the most highly renovated among its peers could reflect poorly on your 
decision making capabilities. 

Please have a more in-depth review of the pending rate increase proposal conducted 
before reaching your final decision, 

VJJVaL 
Farsheed l'arhang a 
(31 0) 634-3050 
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